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DEPARTEMENT OF DEFENCE
Projet Stargate

Cheyenne Mountain Complex
El Paso Country, Colorado

Memorandum For the president Robert Cermak

Subject :  The Alien Device know as a Stargate

The Stargate

 1. The Device know as a Stargate has been discovered by Prof. Paul Langford the 
9 August 1925 in Giza Egypt . A know archaeologist , he was existed by what seem to be 
the found of the century . In a way he is maybe right . The Gate was send to the US shortly 
before the Second World War in order to protect it from the Hapsburg Empire and the Ita-
lian Kingdom . The Stargate is an Einstein-Rosen Bridge Portal capable to bring person and 
object to other planets

 2. Professor Langford studied the gate for a decade and beging thinking that it could 
be something more that an egyptian construction . He used one of his former student, 
future President Henry Jones Jr to reach the at that time Current President , Louis Tom 
Orléans . President Orléans authorize the beginning of the project . 

 3. Shortly before President Orléans death , they succesfully open the Gate . Ernest 
Littlefield, a scientist and Lieutenant in the US Army volunteer to go through the Gate . We 
doesn’t know if he did survive or not since he didn’t call back the base . The Project was 
shutdown by President Francis Scott Fitzgerald one month later . 

 4. The Current Project was authorized by President Katherine Barclay by the execu-
tive order 20678 and General West was placed at his head . 
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 5. Due to Catherine Langford, the daughter of Paul Langford, push and the discovery 
of a tablet tied with the Gate in Egypt , a team diriged by Myself at that time Colonel was 
charged to discover what lied beyond . But it’s thanks to the discovery of Doctor Daniel 
Jackson that the Gate was activated . He understood what means the Tablet and thus ob-
tain a combinaison to dial . 

 6. The Mission to Abydos has been in a way succesfull . We have achieved a peaceful 
contact with the natives and quickly gain their friendship and trust . But they were ruled 
by someone called Ra . The «same» than in the Egyptian Mythology . We have understood 
than he had kidnap humans being thousand of years ago and ruled upon Egypt building 
the  Great Pyramid until a revolt happens and he was forced to flee . We doesn’t know much 
since he directly attacked us . 

 7. For a time , Ra beat us and take the control of a Nuke we had to detonate just in 
case . He wanted to return it to earth powered with the Naquadah , the substance powering 
the gate . It is likely that all life on Earth would have ended . Nevertheless, with the help of 
the Natives, Doctor Jackson and I retake control of the Gate on Abydos and destroyed his 
ship in space with the nuke . But Doctor Jackson hurt by the fight died . 

 8 : The return on Earth was less sucessfull , President Barclay and then President 
Allen decided to shutdown the gate , not wanting to continue communication with Abydos . 
But the program has continued thanks to the study of Ra’s Weapons and technology on the 
Great Pyramid of Abydos . 
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DEPARTEMENT OF DEFENCE
Projet Stargate

Cheyenne Mountain Complex
El Paso Country, Colorado

Memorandum For the president Robert Cermak

Subject :  Second Mission to Abydos

Abydos Pyramid

 The President Robert L. Cermak has authorize the reactivation of the Stargate the 
21.01.2004 . According to his wish , it had been decided to send people on the planet Aby-
dos . The only one we could reach . 

 Under my supervision, we begin the assemblage of a Team, a special team capable 
to return there . We had some difficulty due to the high level of security necessary and the 
actual competence of the person . Three month later, the team was assembled and ready 
to go . The team was composed of Colonel Kawalsky (Lead), Lt Colonel Samantha Carter , 
Egyptologue Dr Henry III Jones , Major Sammuels, Sergeant Potter and Corporal Bush . 

 Their arrival has been let’s say festive . The natives has been awaiting us for quite a 
long time and our arrival put them in a great joy . The team has done celebration after cele-
bration . And the natives decided to help us in our tasks by giving food but also gold and the 
Naquadah they extracted for their mines . To finish, some of them volunteer to help us in 
our research . 
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 During a month, the team leaded by Colonel Kawalsky had first explored the Pyra-
mid . They finded some interresting object that has been sended to study but also less «im-
portant» object mostly cultural . Then under my direct order «Basically stop taking useless 
cultural object» and despite the objection of Doctor Jones , they went scouting around the 
area . And then approximatively, one month later they found the big thing as i called it . 

The Abydos Cartouche had it had been 
called is certainly the most important 
thing we could find in Abydos . Thousand 
of potential combinaisons for the Stargate . 
Lt Colonel Carter our specialist think that 
she know why it hadn’t worked . What i 
have understood is that the planets and the 
stars are moving so it’s likely that the com-
binaison has changed . Abydos is only the 
closest one to us explaining why we could 
still dial it . 

She has begin the process to code a pro-
gram capable to recaculate the correct 
combinaison . Soon if you wish we could 

explore the stars . 
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DEPARTEMENT OF DEFENCE
Projet Stargate

Cheyenne Mountain Complex
El Paso Country, Colorado

Memorandum For president Robert Cermak

Subject :  Review of the end of the Year

A SG Team 

 Under your direct order Mister President i had taken the task to fully organize the 
Exploration Team . There is 12 SG Team going from SG1 to SG12 (If you want, i can give 
you the composition of all the team) , the team are composed of soldiers, scientist , geolo-
giest , egyptologiste .... Basically, the best of the best and that thanks to your strong finan-
cial support . 

 Talking of that, our men in the budget departement has succesfully prevented ques-
tions of appearing (especially why does there is a huge increase in the Secret Project part) 
, hopefully no one will find it . For now , only the Chief of Staff , you and me knew about it 
and surely it will be like that for a long time . 

 Anyway, we have begin the construction of our base on Abydos , our first extra-ter-
restrial base (We beat you Eagle Base ! ) . I’ve put Colonel Kawalsky in charge, he know the 
locals and know his men . For now, we have everything in the Pyramid , the natives are ac-
tually giving us food for the base , so actually that help us , we doesn’t have to dial the gate 
every day to send them . 
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DEPARTEMENT OF DEFENCE
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Cheyenne Mountain Complex
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Memorandum For president Robert Cermak

Subject :  What we know of the previous Ruler of
Abydos

Râ

 As you certainly know Mister President, until the First mission to Abydos , An alien 
know as Râ used to rule Abydos and potentially other worlds . Râ . Yes like the Egyptian 
God . It is certain that Râ usued to rule Earth a long time ago and that he took humans 
from Earth to Abydos in order to have more slaves . By this logic, we must think that cer-
tainly a lot of the god of the Egyptian Mythology could be like Ra , either it’s servant or sol-
diers . It is estimated that a revolt on Earth has taken place around 3 000 BC and Ra was 
forced to flee Earth to his other conquest . 

 Now, why does he look like an Human you would ask me ? 
Because what we’re calling «Râ» is certainly nothing more than a parasite capable to take 
control of a corpse . Basically, he could change from host anytime and has certainly done 
so in the Past . But what does the parasite look like ? We doesn’t know for now since Râ was 
killed by an nuclear warhead send by myself . Of course, no remain has found . 

 On a psychologic views , Râ was Arrogant, egotistical and overconfident . Basically a 
dick . He also truly believe that he was a God . Certainly millenials of being worshipped as a 
God help to do that . 
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DEPARTEMENT OF DEFENCE
Projet Stargate

Cheyenne Mountain Complex
El Paso Country, Colorado

Memorandum For president Robert Cermak

Subject :  The Attack (or more a raid) on the SGC

The Invaders with their hostage

 Mister President Grave news . 

Yesterday , we have been the victim of a raid . 15 Aliens has invaded the SGC by the gates 
taking by surprise our troops who didn’t expected the gate to be active . Thankfully our 
man regain their mind and had a fight with the intruders , a fight they lost but killed 4 of 
the invaders, after their victory the intruders has taken control of the Command Area of 
the Gate . 

But we’ve been lucky, SG-1 leaded by Lt-Colonel Cameron Mitchell was there and succesful-
ly launch a counter-attack retaking the control of the Gate but too late to prevent the intru-
ders to dial an adress 

 The intruders have taken Corporal Samantha Hoops as an hostage and fled across the gate 
. 
Let’s me say this Mister President, what they wore as an armor is similar to the ones 
weared by Râ and it’s soldiers on Abydos , they are certainly from the same race or culture 
. 
On the good side, Lt Colonel Mitchell know where they have been having seen the adress. 
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DEPARTEMENT OF DEFENCE
Projet Stargate

Cheyenne Mountain Complex
El Paso Country, Colorado

Memorandum For president Robert Cermak

Subject :  The Assault on Chulak - Opération Des-
tiny

The Main City on Chulak

 Mister President, you already had a very short resumee of Opération Destiny , our 
conterrattack on the planet of the Invaders . Here the full rapport , i hope that it will please 
you . 

 For this operation, all the SGC Team (Around 50 soldiers) has gone to this planet , 
I believed that we needed strong but yer discret forces for the operation . It was under the 
orders of Lt.Colonel Mitchell .
 The expedition encounters quite quickly a bunch of Civilians , apparently priest 
for their religion centered around Apophis (Explainned in another memo) , they at first 
thought of us as envoy of Apophis but some bad translation make them believe otherwise 
and they fled to seek reinforcement against us . Lt Colonel Mitchell thought the same thing 
and thus prepare the expedition for an ambush against the enemy . 20 minutes laters, they 
arrived . Around 50 soldiers . 

 Let’s say that the battle was a bloodbath , we had the element of surprise and it’s 
certainly why we manage to previal at the end . We had the highground so when the enemy 
arrived we’re fired and use our landmines but the enemy proved well equiped . They used 
the support of what seem to be the equivalent of an airplace to strike us from the airs but it 
got destroyed rapidly . Stil after 15 minutes of fight , we’ve lost several SG Team ( SG2, 3, 
6, 10) and several with at least one injured . Only SG1, 11 and 12 were capable to continue . 
Lt. Colonel Mitchell reported to the SGC the result of the fight and you decided to use the
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 marines Mister President . 
Major Andrew Archer from the Marines Corps travel the gate with his company of 80 Ma-
rines and joined Lt. Colonel Mitchell to continue the advance on the planet . Obivously such 
an huge number of Soldiers didn’t succeed to infiltrate the base and they quickly attack the 
guard of the Alien Base . And let it know that the men prove to be competent as fuck . They 
were likely at 1 vs 3 in that base . 

Despite their numbers we won the first 
round and obtain a bridgegead in their 
base . 
 It is then that we see what this base 
served . It was somekind of an Harem for 
Apophis who took women from other 
planets of the galaxy . He obviously killed 
people who wasn’t «good» enough for him 
. 
 Now , also important , we’ve made 
contact with the leader of the Guard (Pic-
ture) . Teal’c who decided to betrayed his 
soldiers due to the fact he doesn’t belie-
ved that Apophis was a true god but also 
because he wanted to save the people inside 

the Harem since Apophis wanted to kill them all . Taking by surprise it’s own troops, we manage to kill or 
force them to flee liberating those imprisoned and finding Corporal Hoops (In a dress that make me like the 
invaders) . 

With his help , we manage to find some storage warehouse taking some of their stuff there . I do think it will 
help us a lot for our own research . 

Again Thanks to Teal’C , our forces managed to return to the Gates without problem and with their loot . 

Casualties : 65 
Injured : 27 

Personnal Recommandation :  
 We need to upgrade our security , with an Iris at the Gate to prevent another intruders to strike . Also 
, Teal’C has proven to be a great help . He is willing to be interogate at the condition that he could join one of 
our Team, he has SG1 in mind . Also we need to put our research on the loot ASAP . 
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DEPARTEMENT OF DEFENCE
Projet Stargate

Cheyenne Mountain Complex
El Paso Country, Colorado

Memorandum For president Robert Cermak

Subject :  2006 Review

Lt. Colonel Mitchell , Leader of SG1

 After let’s call a very tough start to the year, things has gone mostly smooth for this 
year . So no mister President, no Invading Alien trying to enslave us , but also no hot blue 
aliens babes . A shame if i can say something . 

 Anyway, you would certainly want to ear some news about our exploration team , 
the recruitement is finished and for the next year we shall have a full exploration crew . 
Now for the two teams disponible, SG1 and SG11 , they have started their official missions . 
Let’s begin with SG1 , since they are the most interresting developement . 

 During the majority of year, they only ended up on planet without an human popula-
tion near the Stargate outside one planet where they finded ruins . But it’s one month ago 
they arrived on a planet called by the natives «Simarka» . The natives seem to have been 
taken from Mongolia and still are under a nomades style of lives with differents tribes . 
They seemed very friendly , eager to speak with us . But there has been one incident, Lt.Co-
lonel Carter has been kidnapped by one young noble who wished to sold her to the Slave 
Market . She was bought by another tribes , Lt Colonel has to travel one week to find her 
and bought her again thanks to the help of the first tribe . 

 It does appear that it’s still he patriarchy ruling this world . As a departure gift, the 
natives give us some anesthesia plant that seem for now to be more effective than our regu-
lar plant . 
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The Simarkan

 SG11 also traveled across abandonned or without humans presence world . On one 
world, they find somekind of Jaffa Armor but was abandonned for quite a long time that it 
wasn’t much interresting . 
 On the last world they had to visit, they got sick from an unknow virus but after a pe-
riod of quarantine , they return to Earth healthy . Nevertheless this world has been barred 
from the list of promissing world just in case . 

 Now let’s speak a bit about Stargate Command . Dr Mckay is very ethusiastic about 
the different expansion you made to his research wing . He now claim that thanks to this 
he could at least get started to work . From his mouth it’s a big compliment . To continue 
on the research wing , they have passed the majority of the year studying the gate as you 
wanted Mister President and they have made a great discovery . 

The Gate is mainly composed of what they call Naquadah a super-heavy mineral who has 
superconducting proprieties , they are capable to store massive amount of energy, to res-
tore them very efficiently and explain how the Gate can do such things that should neces-
sitate massive amount of Energy . Also Teal’c told and show that it is also used by the Jaffa 
and likely the Goaul’d to do small Weapons .  This element could be way more productive 
than nuclear energy , solar energy or any other energy know to us actually . Doctor Mckay 
say that with more financement and certainly more taken technology he could build a gene-
rator about Naquadah . 
Before going to the final subject, i’ve put the transcript of Teal’c interrogation there . 
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Memorandum For president Robert Cermak

Subject :  Teal’C Interrogation Transcript

Teal’c Interrogation
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O’Neill : 

Teal’c : 

So Teal’c . Tell us a bit about you, what are you, what do you like to do, 
what do you think of President Moon all that kind of thing...

I’m a Jaffa . I have to follow by god orders . But i do not understand the 
last question . 

Oh It’s nothing , just a joke . I have a friend who love President Moon ... 
But anyway, what is a «Jaffa» ? 

O’Neill : 

Teal’c : We are the Guard, the soldiers and incubator of the Goa’uld . I have the 
Prime of Anubis, the leader of his Jaffa . We serve his will , some believe 
in him, other not like myself . 
The Incubator ? O’Neill : 

Teal’c : Indeed . When they’re young, we have in our poche ventral a baby 
Goa’uld until the time he must take control of an Human Host . 

Okay, well maybe you should take that thing of your corpse . O’Neill : 

Teal’c : If i do that I will die . It give me strengh, longer lifespan . I will be more 
useful to you than without . 
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Memorandum For president Robert Cermak

Subject :  Teal’C Interrogation Transcript

He show it 
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O’Neill : 

Teal’c : 

Okay, now Next topic . What are the Goa’uld ? 

They are our «gods» . Apophis was mine but there is many of them ac-
cross the galaxy . They rule over many planets . 

O’Neill : Can you show us yours ?  

O’Neill : Thank you Teal’C . Do you know anything about their technology ? 

Teal’c : No . The Goa’uld magic wasn’t destinated to be learned by the Jaffa . 
O’Neill, Earlier you spoke of a «President» Moon. Is she your God ? 

O’Neill : Oh, she certainly wish so...
But no, she was one of our former Leader. Anyway, thank you Teal’C . 
I’m going to speak to the President and if he has more question, i will get 
back to you . 



 To Finish Mister President , we have to talk about our research on technology or in-
formation Râ could have let back on Earth when he leaved after the rebellion . 
So for that we returned to Egypt at the place where the Gate was discovered by Dr Lang-
ford , it goes without saying it that other expedition has gone there in the past and some 
ârt who were near the gate are certainly around the world in other museum or destroyed 
by the February Exchange . Nevertheless, we have something interresting . As you know 
mister President , we lack a DHD to dial the adress to other gate on Earth . We estimate it 
certain that the Austrian has it and due to their defeat during the GWI , the Germans or 
more exactly the PCRG obtainned it . Now where is it ? Destroyed due to the exchange or in 
some ruined part of Germany ? We doesn’t know for sure . 

The DHD
 We also some interresting informations . There is a strange occurence during all of 
our History , from Ancient Greece to today England, a cult around a charismatic , strange 
leader has formed . Based around the God Seth , Set ... It is possible that some Goa’uld are 
still there on Earth . The last position seem to be in Scotland . You know the difficulty to 
speak with the Scottish but maybe it could worth it . 
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Memorandum For President Robert Cermak

Subject :  2007 Review

SG1 In one of their missions

 Before we start, i just want to thanks you for your support Mister President . Thanks 
to you, we are capable to know things beyong what we thought possible . 

So let’s start right ? As you know Mister President, there has been someone who was let’s 
said intrigued by the ammount of cash this program needed . He begin to ask too much 
questions and everything.... He has been relocated to Mcmurdo in Antartica , he should’t 
bother us now . 

Now about the expansion of the base, well let’s say it’s complicated... It required a lot of 
cash , that we had to make sure wasn’t remarkable but then we find a difficult ground to 
build our new Military wing and also the «problem» with the Research wing delayed us a bit. 
So yes , it wasn’t finished but it should by next year . Sorry about that Mister President . 

Just recently, Doctor Mckay has send me a report about their different research project . 
And it appear well that there has been a «problem» . During one of their test with the Jaffa 
Weapons, they accidently trigger an emergency protocol of somekind . The laboratory was 
destroyed by the explotion . Dr Mckay assured us it wasn’t his fault , he was at the hospital 
because he has eaten a lemon cake . Nevertheless, we had to rebuild the laboratory , explai-
ning a bit our problem to expand the base . But ! They did a second try , and they now know 
how they work and how to provoke explosion with it . They could potentially build similar 
weapons but in our style . 
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Jaffa Weapons . 

 After that, let’s talk a bit about Teal’C . Despite my own objection, you decided to do 
experience on Teal’c and he has unexpectedly accepted and voluntered for that . He has 
suffer a lot due to that but we can now affirm that we know more about the Jaffa and the 
Goa’uld than before . We have imagined an anesthesia thing that could help us in our future 
infiltration . Also it is theorically possible that we could create a substance capable to take 
the Goa’uld place in Teal’c Corpse . So it could free him from that and from that dependence 
to the Goa’uld . 

Now , i have given Teal’c a cover to live a bit outside the base as a reward . But he continue 
to want to join an SG-Team , and i plead you Mister President to give him what he want . He 
has help us a lot during the past two years . 

Furthermore, we have succesfully put what we call an Iris to our Stargate . That way, no 
more invasion by the Stargate . We could prevent any person, or object trying to get there 
without authorization . I’ve bought security to my new Base , if i can say Mister President . 
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Ancients Bibliotheca

 Now Let’s speak about the different expedition our SG-Team has done during this 
year . 

Starting with SG4 who certainly has the most luck of everyone . They had at first some no 
problem mission to abandonned World until they reached what seemed to be a room wit-
hout any issues just after arriving to the planet in question, P3R-272
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 The Leader of SG-4, Colonel Harold Maybourne literally had his head taken by the 
thing . When she released him, he had a lot of knowledge . He quickly translated the ins-
cription near the machine . He said that it was all the knowledge of the ancient stoken 
there . The Ancient are potentially the makers of the Gate system , so it is very important 
. Nevertheless, for two days, the Colonel helped Mckay with the Naquadah Generator, ma-
king one, translate a great part of the language . He also put a lots of notes that our scien-
tist are studying . 
But it was beginning to be much for his brain . Showing high activity, he begin to speak only 
in this language and use one of the generator he created to dial an andress where according 
to him lead him to a place when the Roswell Grey helped him to take away this knowledge . 
He has lost it but it should help us for our future research project . 

SG8 on their side didn’t really find something interessting . They did found some ruins but 
without technology . The most important thing they had, is the time they got attacked by 
the villager of some town who thought they were the devils since they arrived thought the 
Gate . 
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Ernst Littlefield

 Something important arrived also thanks to SG1 . Dr Henry III Jones, studying the 
first Gate Project found the adress where Littlefield has goes during the first program . And 
they succesfully dial it and arrived on what seemed to be a Castle . 
And Littlefield was there . He had waited for more thant 80 years alone there . Believing 
that they were Ghost , he ignored them but quickly changed its mind . 
Heliopolis (the name of the planet according to Dr Littlefield) was the equivalent of the for-
mer UN Headquarters . It was a place where 4 races meet each other .
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 And one of them were the «Ancients» . They had here some texts that we translated 
. It was saying that each races, the Ancients, The Asgard, the Nox and the Furling were 
charged to protect the galaxy from evil and to help develop lesser races . 
We found also some text detailling a Spaceship from one of those lesser races . It goes wit-
hout saying that this race was more advanced than us . 

But the castle was instable , very instable and a tempest was near and they had to retreat 
to the gate before fully translating it . They did save Dr Littlefield and it’s 80 years long 
observation . 

SG3 on their exploration found a planet very interresting . Without any habitant but some 
natural protection and ressources that could make it an interresting site for a base  and a 
Colony if we ever decided to create one . 

SG9 had some fight with a Jaffa Fortress , quickly taken and find weapons and a small 
plane that they take home , it should help to make one similar . 
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The Al’Kesh

 Let’s speak of SG2 now who also made a very important found . On P3X-765, they 
came across a group of Jaffa with a minor Goa’uld named «Bes» . Taking them by surprise 
, they neutralize them and take the vessel that send them there in the first place . An 
Al’Kesh , a vessel capable of travelling in sublight quite quickly and this has an Hyperdrive 
Engine . Taking an initiative , i’ve ask them to return to Earth with it . Of course Mister 
President, that thing has a cloaking device, thus incapable to found by a satellite . We have 
send it to study to Area 51 . 
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 Now let’s go to the least hopeful news . SG4 has entered a planet near a Black Hole 
, they can’t never be reached again . We didn’t detect it at first , but it’s when we tried to 
connect again with them and couldn’t succed that Dr Mckay studied the visuals from the 
probe and found the black hole in the background . I’m sorry mister président, but they are 
truly lost...

 Let’s continue with the bad news . SG11 and SG12, has come several times accross 
the Goa’uld , and during their last fight, their were nearly captured by them . But it’s the 
natives, whom they helped hours before, that decided to rebels against the Goa’uld and 
liberating SG12 et SG11 . Nevertheless, the two team has been tortured and won’t be avai-
lable for the best part of next year . 
 SG7 didn’t really have something interresting for us this year . They mostly fight 
small number of goa’uld and got hurted several times but nothing else . 

 After those, well not very good news, SG10 bought us some informations of an alien 
races enemy of the Goa’uld , the Asgards (As in the Nordic mythology) and the description 
match the description of the Roswell Alien Colonel Maybourne did to us . 


